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QUESTION: 167 
Which two actions can a user perform using Symantec Management Console (SMC) with 
DLP Agent logs? (Select two.) 

A. set log levels 
B. delete logs 
C. change log locations 
D. pull logs 
E. clear logs 

Answer: A, D 

QUESTION: 168 
Which command line utility generates custom authentication keys to improve the security 
of the data that is transmitted between the Enforce server and detection servers? 

A. endpointkeytool 
B. keytool 
C. servertool 
D. sslkeytool 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 169 

What are two possible ways to provide incident match text information? (Select two.) 


A. CSV export 
B. Email notification 
C. Reporting API 
D. Syslog notification 
E. XML export 

Answer: C, E 

QUESTION: 170 

What are two benefits that data loss prevention solutions provide? (Select two.) 


A. provide accurate measurement of encryption strength  
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B. give insight into capacity planning for sensitive data 
C. identify who has access to sensitive data 
D. indicate where sensitive data is being sent 
E. meet data retention requirements for business continuity 

Answer: C, D 

QUESTION: 171 

What should be used to add an Apple iPod device to a list of Endpoint devices?
 

A. CLASS/GENERIC/MUSIC/Apple 
B. GLOBAL;MANUFACTURER;Apple* 
C. DEVICESTORE:*APPLE&IPOD* 
D. USBSTOR\\DISK&VEN_APPLE&PROD_IPOD&.* 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 172 

What will have the smallest effect on network bandwidth for endpoint policies?
 

A. Limit Incident Data Retention response rule actions 
B. Custom Data Identifier detection rules 
C. Directory Group Matching (DGM) detection rules 
D. Exact Data Matching (EDM) detection rules 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 173 

Which two options can incident responders select when deleting incidents? (Select two.) 


A. delete the incident completely 
B. delete the original message and retain the incident 
C. delete the incident and retain the violating attachments or files 
D. delete the incident and export incident details to .csv file 
E. delete all attachments or files and log the incident 

Answer: A, B 
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QUESTION: 174 

In which two places in the user interface are Smart Response rules invoked? (Select two.) 


A. Policy page 
B. Incident List reports 
C. Incident Snapshot reports 
D. Incident Summary reports  
E. Response Rules page 

Answer: B, C 

QUESTION: 175 
Which file types should be excluded from initial scans according to Symantec best 
practices? 

A. *.htm, *.xls, *.xml  
B. *.zip, *.pdf, *.lib 
C. *.mp3, *.dat, *.dll  
D. *.exe, *.pst, *.log 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 176 

Which two components can perform a scan of a workstation? (Select two.) 


A. Endpoint Server 
B. DLP Agent 
C. Network Prevent 
D. Enforce Server 
E. Discover Server 

Answer: B, E 
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